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APPENDIX A

NOTICE OF VIOLATION .
..

Nebraska Public Power; District Docket: 50-298
Cooper Nuclear Station Operating' License: DPR-46

. During an' NRC inspection conducted 'May- 1-5, 1989, a' violation of_NRC ,
requirements was identified. The violation involved the failure to follow-
procedures as required by Technical Specification (TS). In accordance withLthe-
" General ~ Statement of Policy and Procedure for NRC Enforcement: Actions,".10.CFR
Part 2, Appendix C (1988), the violation is listed below:

Failure to Follow procedures

TS 6.3.4 requires that " Radiation control procedures. shall. be mainta'ined'
and made available to all station personnel, The'se. procedures shall showo
permissible radiation exposure, and shall'be consistent with.the.
requirements of 10 CFR 20."

Health Physics Procedure 9.2.3,.Section VIII.B.1 requires an instrument
and/ smear survey prior to removal of equipment and tools from'a controlled
area.

Contrary to the above, the NRC inspector observed, on May 4,:1989, an -
individual pass a section of electrical conduit from a controllad area
in the Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchanger Room A to an indivicaal'
outside the controlled area without first performing or' having performed.a
survey to determine the level of radioactive contamination on'the conduit.

Additionally, the NRC inspector observed, on the same' day, unsurveyed
sections of steel hangers which were partially' removed from the controlled
area in Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchanger. Room B.
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This is a Severity Leve! V violation. (Supplement IV)(298/8916-01)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Nebraska Public Power. District is
qhereby required to submit to this office, within 30 days of the date'of the

letter transmitting this Notice, a written statement or explanation in reply,
including for each violation: (1) the reason for the violation if admitted,.
(2) the corrective steps which have been taken and.the.results achieved,-
(3) the corrective steps which will be taken to avoid further violations, and
(4) the date when full compliance will be achieved. Where good cause is shown,
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consideration will be given to extending the response time. i
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Dated at Arlington, Texas, j
this 5th day of June 1989. |
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